
Chapter 3 
Cultural Legacies of the Slave Trade 

Text: Robin Moore 
Instructor’s Manual: Sarah J. Bartolome 

 
 
All activities are keyed as follows:  
AA = All ages  
E = Elementary (particularly grades 3–6)  
S = Secondary (middle school and high school, grades 7–12)  
C/U = College and university  

  
 
 
Chapter 3 Vocabulary 
 
slave trade, barracones, cabildos, palenques, cofradías, hermandades, Santería, orichas, 
toques de güiros, güiro, chéqueres, abwe, akpwon, güiro primero, güiro segundo, caja, 
tratados, syncretism, clave, salve, Vodú, salves con versos, panderetas, panderos, mongó, 
balsié, bomba, buleador, cuá, fuá, bomba sicá, polyrhythm, aggregate melodies 
 

 
 
 
Exploring the History of the Slave Trade (E, S) 
 
 Have students conduct research on the Internet and in the library, compiling 
information on the trans-Atlantic slave trade. Students might create a timeline detailing 
the beginning and ending of the slave trade with regards to particular colonial oppressors. 
You might direct students’ research with the following questions: 
 

• Why did the slave trade begin? 
• What was the triangular slave trade?  
• What other goods were being transported and traded? 
• Who were the slaves? From what regions in Africa did they come? 
• To which areas were slaves transported? 
• Which countries were engaged in the slave trade and when? 
• How did Europeans obtain slaves? 
• What were conditions like for slaves in transport, and what was the survival rate? 

 
Suggested Websites 

 
The African slave trade and the Middle Passage: 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1/1narr4.html 

 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1/1narr4.html


 
Slave trade archives: 
http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-
URL_ID=8780&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html 
 
 
 
 
Exploring Toques de Guiros (AA)  
 
1. Have students listen to CD track 1 and identify the instruments they hear and the 

basic formal elements of the piece.  
2. Using the notation in Figure 3.4 on page 60 as a guide, teach the students one or 

several chéquere parts, using maracas or whatever shakers you have on hand. For 
younger children, simplify the movement, striking down on the leg for “d” and 
striking up against the palm for “u.” Discuss the true chéquere technique as presented 
by the author but adapt the motion for younger children who are not developmentally 
ready for such movement. For musically literate students, put notation on the board.  

3. Play CD track 5, which isolates and highlights the percussion parts, and point to each 
pattern on the board to connect aural and visual representations.  

4. Have students play along with CD track 5 to practice.  
5. After the class has learned one or more parts, divide into groups and try to create the 

composite rhythm.  
6. Eventually divide the class into groups and play along with track 1.  
 

 
 
Exploring Shakers across Cultures (AA) 
  

Have students research the following shakers on the Internet, compiling 
information and downloading pictures and mp3 files featuring each instrument. Also ask 
students to look for videos featuring musicians playing shakers. Arrange a sharing 
session in which students present their findings, share pictures, listen to each example, 
and watch videos of shaker playing. Discuss similarities and differences in materials and 
construction, timbre/sound, playing technique, and geographic origin.  
 
Chéquere, Cuba 
Axatse, Ghana 
Televi, Ghana 
Shekere, Nigeria 
Hosho, Zimbabwe 
Pu-ili sticks, Hawaii 
Maracas, Latin America 
 

 
 

http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-URL_ID=8780&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-URL_ID=8780&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html


 
Exploring Bomba (AA) 
 

Watch the video of traditional bomba music available at the Smithsonian Folkways 
website, http://www.folkways.si.edu/explore_folkways/video_caribbean.aspx. 
 
• In what ways does this music sound African? (repetitive, layered drumming, call-and-

response form, repetitive response, break-out of unaccompanied sung chant, tempo 
shifts, interconnectedness of drumming and dance patterns) 

• Are there features that are more Latin than Africa? (dance gestures, female dancer’s 
costume, language) 

• What do you notice about the pattern of singing? (male sings call, drummers respond; 
later the singer dances, the drummers continue with the response) 

• Can you join in with the response each time? 
 
 

Have the students read aloud the description of bomba provided on the 
Smithsonian Folkways website at 
http://www.folkways.si.edu/explore_folkways/bomba_plena.aspx.  
Discuss this genre and the reason for its similarity to west African styles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.folkways.si.edu/explore_folkways/bomba_plena.aspx

